As research on large regions of earth progresses, many geographical subdivision grids have been established for various spatial applications by different industries and disciplines. However, there is no clear relationship between the different grids and no consistent spatial reference grid that allows for information exchange and comprehensive application. Sharing and exchange of data across departments and applications are still at a bottleneck. It would represent a significant step forward to build a new grid model that is inclusive of or compatible with most of the existing geodesic grids and that could support consolidation and exchange within existing data services. This study designs a new geographical coordinate global subdividing grid with one dimension integer coding on a 2 n tree (GeoSOT) that has 2 n coordinate subdivision characteristics (global longitude and latitude subdivision) and can form integer hierarchies at degree, minute, and second levels. This grid has the multi-dimensional quadtree hierarchical characteristics of a digital earth grid, but also provides good consistency with applied grids, such as those used in mapping, meteorology, oceanography and national geographical, and three-dimensional digital earth grids. No other existing grid codes possess these characteristics.
Introduction
A large amount of research on global subdivision grids exists worldwide, including styles ranging from the ancient Chinese nine-square system, the kilometer grid, and the latitude and longitude grid to the modern global division grid. The theory behind global subdivisions is built on the knowledge and technological achievements accumulated over thousands of years [1] .
Subdivision grids can be categorized according to their geometry into subdivision grids based on the latitude and longitude grid [1] [2] [3] , those based on coordinate grids [4, 5] , polygonal subdivision grids based on polyhedrons [6] [7] [8] [9] , irregular and mixed subdivision grids [10] , etc. According to spatial information service industries, grids are categorized into basic geographical information grids, worldwide reference systems (WRSs) or grid reference systems (GRSs) for remote satellite systems, navigation and positioning grids, etc. For general applications in different industries, there are different subdivision grids applicable to the mapping, meteorology, oceanography, environmental, urban planning and administrative sectors [1, [11] [12] [13] .
In general, the application of global subdivision grids has become an extensively promoted worldwide trend. However, the lack of a clear relationship between different spatial information application grids remains a significant problem, although many studies have confirmed individual industry-oriented applications or conventional standardized subdivision grids for different types of spatial information. The inconformity among different types of reference grids will definitely lead to inefficiency, redundancy and immeasurable complexity. For example, in the remote sensing world, there are several grids that are commonly used across scientific disciplines, including oceanography, mapping, ecology, meteorology, etc.; despite that, these common projections are often used to share information. It is inevitable that the joint utilization of various sources of data like overlay and resampling would become intolerable. No unified subdivision grid for information exchange and comprehensive application has been developed. A few efforts have been made recently on the hierarchical grid conversion along with the indexing methods [9, 14] ; however, the subdivision methods do not adapt to the existing geographical data in all types of applications, and the indexing efficiency needs further enhancement. Therefore, a globally consistent spatial information subdivision grid model that is compatible with most of the existing subdivision grid systems is needed. This system could quickly connect inter-departmental spatial information from multiple applications and unify their management to achieve rapid connection, exchange, and sharing of spatial information on a global scale.
Latitude and Longitude Global Subdivision Grids
Although subdivision grids have different forms across the world, the majority are based on latitude and longitude applications. It is therefore essential to construct a new grid model that is compatible with existing latitude and longitude subdivision grids, and can support unification and exchange for the majority of data services and applications in different industries. Therefore, this section reviews current latitude and longitude global grids to classify and summarize new research in recent years.
Classification of Latitude and Longitude Global Subdivision Grids

Equal Latitude and Longitude Global Grid System
An equal latitude and longitude global grid refers to a grid that segments Earth into multiple grid cells using equal latitude and longitude intervals. This system divides Earth's surface into cells using equal increments. Equal latitude and longitude grid systems have been widely used since before the age of computers, and form the basis of many existing spatial datasets, process algorithms, and software. The applications of equal latitude and longitude grid systems are essential for space-related data. Many international institutions have investigated equal latitude and longitude grids. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) released the open source software World Wind, a typical system that uses an equal latitude and longitude global subdivision [15] , and sorts logically related images or terrains into datasets. The resolution of Level 0 can be any reasonable value, and other levels are recursively subdivided by equal latitude and longitude intervals. The hierarchical internal framework has been adopted in the original design in Virtual GIS to display terrain databases extending over large areas, at different resolutions [16] . Similarly, this hierarchical data structure provided high fidelity in real-time, three-dimensional visual simulation [17] . This solution also exists in SRI's digital earth project [18, 19] . Many global datasets also adopt the equal latitude and longitude subdivision for data organization. For example, the GTOPO 30 dataset and ETOPO 5 dataset provided by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the JGP95E5' dataset provided by the Goddard Space Flight Center of NASA.
The interchange between latitude and longitude systems and other coordinate systems is relatively simple, and the related algorithms are well developed. However, there are obvious flaws in the equal latitude and longitude system.
(a) The complexity of statistical analysis due to the difference in grid cell areas. (b) The system includes grid cell area deformation, shape deformation, and interior point positional errors incremented from equator to the poles. (c) The cell shape at the top and bottom of the grid system is triangular rather than rectangular. 
Industrial Applications of Latitude and Longitude Global Subdivision Grids
Currently, there are many differing industrial applications of latitude and longitude global subdivision grids. Below are some representative domestic and international applications.
United States National Grid (USNG) and Its Application
The United States National Grid (USNG) is a planar position reference grid system proposed by the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) [31] . The main purpose of the USNG proposed by the ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2016, 5, 161 4 of 23 FGDC was to create a set of spatial-positioning, fundamental, and national spatial information grids for the location-based service (LBS) that could be used collaboratively and operate interactively, and could also provide application support for the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI). If WGS84 and NAD83 are taken as spatial benchmarks, then the USNG within America is generally consistent with the Military Grid Reference System (MGRS).
World Geographic Reference System (Georef) and Its Application
The World Geographic Reference System, Georef, was proposed by the National GeospatialIntelligence Agency (NGA) of the United States [32] . It is an Earth surface location-description system based on latitude and longitude coordinates and is mainly used in aircraft navigation, especially in location reporting between combat units in the Air Force. It divides the Earth into five sections, constructs five levels of grids, and uses a code form of "four letters + four digits numbers + extended code".
Global Area Reference System (GARS) and Its Applications
The Global Area Reference System (GARS) was originally proposed by the NGA [33] . The aim was to develop a standardized geographical location code system suitable for spatial coordinate expression to meet the United States Department of Defense's need for cooperation between combat systems and commanding agencies. GARS did not aim to replace existing grid systems like Georef and MGRS, but to complement these systems and provide a simple, unified spatial location identification and measurement system for both air and ground applications.
Application of Location Identification
In the United States National Search and Rescue Committee's georeferencing regulations, the priorities for subdivision grids are to identify locations in service applications, including finding disaster relief response on land, achieving synergy between aviation and land operations, and coordinating land search and rescue responses [34] . Subdivision grids are also used to supplement latitude and longitude coordinates in other operations.
Navigation and Positioning Applications
The use of global subdivision grids and codes in satellite navigation is already widespread in the United States [31] . After embedding grid code software into GPS receivers, GPS navigation devices will output USNG (MGRS) grid codes at well as latitude and longitude coordinates. Users can directly use location codes to identify their locations and apply for navigation services.
Unifying Latitude and Longitude Global Regular Hierarchical Grids
As mentioned above, there are various latitude and longitude global grids in use in the commercial, scientific and engineering fields. It would be beneficial to combine these grids in a unified framework.
The Aim of Unifying the Current Latitude and Longitude Grids
We analyzed the unification for the cross industry and the cross business grids. The inconsistencies in both fields have resulted in a heavy load for the comprehensive applications. Accordingly, a well-defined unifying grid will undoubtedly promote efficiency among different sectors.
Application Problems for Cross-Industry Grids
Let Y be a spatial information application field, e.g., mapping, meteorology, oceanography, environment and digital earth; and Data y be the dataset of spatial information in field Y.
Each field has its own data grid (e.g., Grid Mapping , Grid Meteorology , Grid Oceanography , Grid Environment , Grid Digital Earth ) based on latitude and longitude grids and designed to satisfy each industry's application needs. However, with the increased requirement for cross-industry applications, inconsistencies in different industry grid standards were found, despite some overlap in grid subdivisions. This currently causes significant difficulties or conversion costs for shared applications. The main purpose of this study is to explore common constituents of the different kinds of grids.
Application Problems for Cross Business Process Grids
Let Y be a spatial information application field, and Data y be a dataset of spatial information in field Y.
Management of Data y includes storage, retrieval and visualization, and could also include processing and serving of Data y . Each operational process has its own grid, Grid y Store , Grid y Retrieval , Grid y Visualize , Grid y Process and Grid y Serve , designed to satisfy each process's application needs.
However, with the increasingly large amount of spatial information from multiple sources and real-time demand for cross-industry application processes, we found inconsistencies in the grid standards for different processes that made smooth migration between these grids difficult. Thus, it is an aim of this research to explore the constituents of the uniformity of different kinds of grids and the aggregation pattern. This study aims to develop a spatially consistent subdivision grid model of Earth's surface and to construct a spatial subdivision grid that increases the efficiency of data management integration between industries and businesses, through methods including indexing, aggregation, and substitution ( Figure 2 ). However, with the increased requirement for cross-industry applications, inconsistencies in different industry grid standards were found, despite some overlap in grid subdivisions. This currently causes significant difficulties or conversion costs for shared applications. The main purpose of this study is to explore common constituents of the different kinds of grids.
Let Y be a spatial information application field, and Datay be a dataset of spatial information in field Y.
Management of Datay includes storage, retrieval and visualization, and could also include processing and serving of Datay. Each operational process has its own grid, Gridy Store , Gridy Retrieval , Gridy Visualize , Gridy Process and Gridy Serve , designed to satisfy each process's application needs.
However, with the increasingly large amount of spatial information from multiple sources and real-time demand for cross-industry application processes, we found inconsistencies in the grid standards for different processes that made smooth migration between these grids difficult. Thus, it is an aim of this research to explore the constituents of the uniformity of different kinds of grids and the aggregation pattern. This study aims to develop a spatially consistent subdivision grid model of Earth's surface and to construct a spatial subdivision grid that increases the efficiency of data management integration between industries and businesses, through methods including indexing, aggregation, and substitution ( Figure 2 ). 
Constraint Analysis of the Consistency of Latitude and Longitude Grid Model Designs
Definition and Characteristics of Latitude and Longitude Grid Models
Latitude and longitude subdivision grids are based on equal interval latitude and longitude grid subdivisions. The variable latitude and longitude grid subdivision is often obtained by varying the intervals along the latitudes and longitudes. The concept of the equal latitude and longitude grid subdivision is outlined below.
Definition 1:
Let be the set of all kinds of grids formed with latitudes and longitudes such that
The four variables t, l, b and r in Equation (1) represent the lengths of the four sides of a grid cell, rotating anti-clockwise from north; t, b, l and r are measured in degrees. Since the latitude and longitude grid is orthogonal, t and b; and l and r are equivalent.
The latitude and longitude grid investigated in this study is a hierarchical grid. Let the set of hierarchical grids be C such that C ⊂ . Let C k,i,j be the cell in the k th level, the i th row and the j th column, and C k,i,j ∈ C such that 
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Definition 1: Let G be the set of all kinds of grids formed with latitudes and longitudes such that
The four variables t, l, b and r in Equation (1) represent the lengths of the four sides of a grid cell, rotating anti-clockwise from north; t, b, l and r are measured in degrees. Since the latitude and longitude grid is orthogonal, t and b; and l and r are equivalent. The latitude and longitude grid investigated in this study is a hierarchical grid. Let the set of hierarchical grids be C such that C ⊂ G. Let C k,i,j be the cell in the k th level, the i th row and the j th column, and C k,i,j ∈ C such that
We can divide hierarchical grids into two types:
The first type is equally divided grids, where the k th -level grid is divided into several equal sub-units as is the (k+1) th level;
The second type is the grids with equal intervals, where the k th -level grid consists of equidistant cells from the (k+1) th level.
These two grids are generated differently: equally divided grids are divided from top to bottom, and the k+1 th level is generated by the k th level; grids with equal intervals use combinations from bottom to top, and the k th level is formed by the k+1 th level. It should be noted that there are some special cases of grids with equal intervals, in which the k th level grid will be formed by several k+1 th complete grids and an incomplete row or column in either the i th direction or the j th direction. To determine the relationship between two adjacent levels, the number of sub-cells dividing a cell in the latitude or longitude direction for the k th -level grid is defined as the frequency; the product of the frequency for the two directions is defined as the aperture from the k th to the k+1 th level.
Let the k th level of a latitude and longitude grid be C k,i,j and the k+1 th level be C k+1,i ,j . Let the frequency of the latitude direction (direction i) be m and the aperture of the longitude direction (direction j) be n, such that
For the grid defined by Equation (3), the aperture A k from the k th level to the k+1 th level is
To improve the hierarchical grid's regularity, the system in this study must satisfy A 0 = A 1 = · · · A k = · · · . This type of latitude and longitude hierarchical grid is a uniform aperture latitude and longitude hierarchical grid.
(Case 1) When the "≤" in Equation (3) are replaced by "=", and
then C is an equally divided grid. (Case 2) When Equation (3) is satisfied and
then C is a grid with equal intervals. Equation (3) initially takes the form
where L t , L b , B l and B r are the longitude and latitude lengths of the 0 th level grid (in degrees). When m and n for different levels are equal, equally divided grids and grids with equal intervals can be expressed with the two different definitions. When t k+1 = ∆t k+1 , b k+1 = ∆b k+1 , l k+1 = ∆l k+1 , r k+1 = ∆r k+1 and the "≤" in Equation (3) are replaced by "=", C equally divided grids as well as grids with equal intervals.
Definition 2:
For global latitude and longitude grids C1 and C2, C1 k 1 and C2 k 2 are the grid cells of C1 in the k 1 th level and C2 in the k 2 th level, respectively. If the area covered by X × Y (X, Y∈N + ) adjacent to C1 k 1 is the same as C2 k 2 , then C1 can be aggregated to C2, as in Equation (8). When C1 = C2, C1 can be aggregated to C1.
Constraints for Constructing Consistent Latitude and Longitude Grid Models
The aim of this study is to find a consistent latitude and longitude grid model, which has better aggregation with existing latitude and longitude grid systems and satisfies the characteristics of having uniform aperture. Also, to conform with the isotropic characteristics of geospace, cells of each grid level must be square, i.e., t = b = l = r. The following three steps should therefore constrain a consistent latitude and longitude grid.
1 Find the basic grid (square grid) R basic for a consistent latitude and longitude grid that is suitable as a basic component unit:
R lat R long = n lat , n long R basic R basic (9) To ensure the effectiveness of the consistent grid, R basic should be the largest grid that can be aggregated into other types of latitude and longitude grids. For example, the national basic map scale 1:1,000,000 (without considering combined maps) constitutes an equal latitude and longitude grid with an interval of 4 • in latitude and 6 • in longitude. Its basic unit is 2 • rather than 1 • :
2 The forms of consistent latitude and longitude grids By analyzing the common latitude and longitude grid systems, (e.g., the basic scale topographic map framing systems of various countries; the Chinese national geographic grid system, the U.S. military grid reference system, and the meteorological, marine, and other industries' grid systems) most latitude and longitude grid systems were found to be regularly divided by the degrees, minutes, and seconds of latitude and longitude. In other words, the size of the sub-cells is rounded up to the nearest absolute degree, minute, or second. Where sub-cells are smaller than 1", the cells are divided with seconds as the relevant unit. Therefore, when designing a consistent latitude and longitude grid model, the new grid system should contain latitude and longitude grids with three specifications: 1 • , 1 and 1". Therefore, different levels of the new system should be integer multiples or integer fractions of 1 • , 1 and 1", and it is reasonable to define consistent latitude and longitude grid models using grids with equal intervals.
3 Parameter selection of consistent latitude and longitude grids.
To make a consistent latitude and longitude grid model in line with data organization methods (i.e., three-dimensional visualized digital earth platforms such as Google Earth, World Wind and Map World) and to ensure the upper and lower levels form a quadtree pyramid structure, the new model should be subdivided level-by-level using an aperture size of four. Moreover, the subdividing frequency in both the latitude and longitude directions should be two. Therefore, the basic grid must be a multiple of 2 n (n ∈ Z) and 1 • , 1 and 1".
The following is an example analysis of the Chinese national basic scale map grid [35] . The Chinese national basic scale for map sheets includes eight different basic grids, 1:1,000,000 (6 • × 4 • ), 1:500,000
:100,000 (30 × 20 ), 1:50,000 (15 × 10 ), 1:25,000 (7 30" × 5 ), 1:10,000 (3 45" × 2 30") and 1:5,000 (1 52.5" × 1 15"), formed using the equal latitude and longitude subdivision method. In the cases of combined maps, the new grid would be the combination of any of the aforementioned basic grids. According to definition 2, any new grid can be aggregated by eight grids: 2 • , 1 • , 30 , 10 , 5 , 30", 5" and 0.5", as shown in Table 1 . * According to the division norms of the national basic scale for map sheets, a 1:1,000,000 map sheet is divided into 44 bands between c. 88 • S-88 • N and the two poles are treated separately. Subsequently, mapping the whole globe onto a 1:1,000,000 map sheet will predominantly use the method of equal intervals and the remaining levels will use the equally divided method.
These eight grids can satisfy step two and are integer multiples of 1 • , 1 and 1". However, five of the grids, 30 , 10 , 5 , 30" and 5", do not satisfy the criterion stated in step three because they are not the 2 n multiples of 1 • , 1 and 1", and must therefore be decomposed. By factorizing the span of the five grids and finding the greatest common denominator with the 2 n multiples of 1 • , 1 and 1", the four basic grids, 2 , 1 , 2" and 1", can be aggregated into five grids, 30 , 10 , 5 , 30" and 5", representing the largest grids that fulfill the criterion. Therefore, seven basic grids, 2 • , 1 • , 30 , 10 , 5 , 30", 5" and 0.5", can form the Chinese national basic scale for map sheets, as shown in Table 2 . Similarly, for the latitude and longitude grids system of the Chinese national geographic grids [5] , 10 • , 1 • , 10 , 1 , 10" and 1" are the five largest basic grids (Table 3) , but three grids, 10 • , 10 and 10", do not satisfy the criterion of being 2 n multiples of 1 • , 1 and 1", and can be formed by aggregating the three basic grids, 2 • , 2 and 2" (Table 4 ). Therefore, seven grids, 2 • , 1 • , 2 , 1 , 2", 1" and 0.5", can be aggregated to form the latitude and longitude grid system of the Chinese national geographic grids. 10" × 10" 10 10 100 10" × 10" (1, 1) Additionally, we analyzed other subdivision grids and framing standards, including the American USNG, the Canadian NTS, and aviation map framing standards from Canada, Australia, India, the former Soviet Union, and other sources. We found that 4 • , 2 • , 1 • , 2 , 1 , 2", 1" and 0.5" are the eight basic grids used to form typical latitude and longitude grid systems such as national geographic grids, foreign mapping map sheets, and aviation maps.
Thus, the constraints for a consistent latitude and longitude grid model design are:
(1) use CGCS2000 as the basis for geospace; (2) inherit historical data where possible; (3) grid codes must be suitable for computer processing and convenient for human identification; (4) apply geodetic theory and technological systems comprehensively to spatial information organization and geographic object orientation; (5) include the eight basic grids, 4 • , 2 • , 1 • , 2 , 1 , 2", 1" and 0.5"; and (6) the existing grids based on latitude and longitudes.
According to the above analysis of the consistent latitude and longitude grid model for Earth's surface, the subdivision system is defined as {E, S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S 32 }. The interval of latitudes and longitudes Ri expands up to 512 • , i.e., (2 9 ) • , on the basis of the eight basic grids, and four levels are inserted in between 1 • and 2 as well as 1 and 2"; grids 0.5" below are expanded down to 1/2048 . The interval Ri establishes the latitude and longitude grid, and E is the expanded geospace: the whole space is expanded to 512 • × 512 • , each degree space is expanded to 64 × 64 , and each minute space expanded to 64" × 64". This defines the subdivision system of a consistent latitude and longitude grid for Earth's surface. In essence, it is a latitude and longitude grid with equal intervals and aperture four.
Geographical Coordinate Global Subdividing Grid with One Dimension Integer Coding on a 2 n Tree (GeoSOT)
GeoSOT Subdivision
The GeoSOT (Geographical coordinate Subdividing grid with One dimension integer coding on a 2 n Tree) proposed for this study is a geospace reference grid.
Through dividing the Earth three times GeoSOT involves 32 levels and the origin is the intersection of the prime meridian and the equator. The latitudes are formed by lines with equal lengths at equal intervals, while longitude lines of equal lengths are perpendicular to latitudes at equal intervals. The ratio of longitude to latitude length is 1:2. The North and South Poles are parallel to latitudes and equal in length. The ranges of latitude and longitude are 180° and 360°, respectively.
Level 0 is defined as the 512° × 512° grid where the center point and the origin coincide in geographical coordinate space. Its grid code is "G", (signifying "Globe") and the regional location is the whole global area.
Level 1 is defined as the four cells (256° × 256° each) equally divided over Level 0 its grid code is "Gd", where "d" stands for 0, 1, 2, or 3. For example, the regional location of G0 is the Northeast Hemisphere region. GeoSOT involves 32 levels and the origin is the intersection of the prime meridian and the equator. The latitudes are formed by lines with equal lengths at equal intervals, while longitude lines of equal lengths are perpendicular to latitudes at equal intervals. The ratio of longitude to latitude length is 1:2.
The North and South Poles are parallel to latitudes and equal in length. The ranges of latitude and longitude are 180 • and 360 • , respectively.
Level 0 is defined as the 512 • × 512 • grid where the center point and the origin coincide in geographical coordinate space. Its grid code is "G", (signifying "Globe") and the regional location is the whole global area.
Level 1 is defined as the four cells (256 • × 256 • each) equally divided over Level 0 its grid code is "Gd", where "d" stands for 0, 1, 2, or 3. For example, the regional location of G0 is the Northeast Hemisphere region.
Following this logic, Level 2 is obtained by quadtree division of Level 1, and so on up to Level 9. Levels 1-9 are each termed GeoSOT degree-level grids.
Levels 10-15 are rooted in the minute-level grid (Level 9, 1 • × 1 • grid or 60 × 60 grid), and they have the same codes. The grid size is extended from 60 to 64 . GeoSOT subdivision grids are obtained by performing quadtree divisions of the extended Level 9 grid. Levels 16-21 are rooted in the second-level grid (Level 15, 1 × 1 grid or 60" × 60" grid), and they have the same codes. The grid size is extended from 60" to 64". GeoSOT subdivision grids are obtained by performing quadtree divisions of the extended Level 15 grid.
Grids smaller than a second (levels 22-32) can be obtained by dividing the previous level into four equal cells.
According to the above definitions, GeoSOT grids are divided into 32 levels, with the greatest covering the entire global space and the smallest at the centimeter-level. These 32 levels divide Earth's surface evenly into multi-leveled grids that form the global quadtree system (Figure 4 ). The ratio of the upper to the lower levels is approximately 4:1 and the change is uniform. For the polar regions, Level 6, which forms an 8° × 2° grid at the poles, regards the whole South (North) Pole region as a unit (i.e., as a 360° × 2° grid). The poles belong to Level 6 and the area between longitude 8°E and the prime meridian in the original 8° × 2° grid is represented by the grid code P. To ensure the grid is divided evenly, there is no subdivision at Level 7. Instead, subdivision begins at Level 8, and the GeoSOT polar region subdivision grid is formed by dividing each previous level into four parts as follows ( Figure 5 ):
(1) Divide the polar circles into two parts according to the hypothetical extension rule: on reaching the 1° level, extend from 1° to 64′ before dividing the polar circles. (2) Define the inner circle where the poles are located as P0, and divide the outer circle into three parts along the prime meridian, longitude 120°E, and longitude 120°W. These parts are P1, P2 and P3, respectively, and form four cells together with P0. These four cells are almost equal in size. (3) From P1, P2 and P3, continue quadtree division, using a similar rule as for the GeoSOT: dividing 
GeoSOT Grid and the Shape on a Sphere
We can calculate the possible shapes and differences of GeoSOT subdivisions on Earth's surface, as shown in Table 5 . Table 6 shows the basic situation for the polar region grid. Table 7 summarizes GeoSOT for the whole global region. 
Analysis of the Consistency between GeoSOT and Existing Latitude and Longitude Grids
The Principle behind Consistency between GeoSOT and the Latitude and Longitude Grids
The basis of the consistency between GeoSOT and the latitude and longitude grid is the isomorphism between the two.
Definition 3:
If a level of a subdivision grid GA can be aggregated into a different level of GB, then GA and GB are isomorphic (i.e., G A G B ) . However, this is not commutative, so G B G A may not be true.
For global latitude and longitude grids (G1, G2 and G3), if G1 can be aggregated to become G2 and G2 to become G3, then G1 is isomorphic to G3 (i.e., G 1 G 2 , G 2 G 3 ⇒ G 1 G 3 ) . Additionally, any global latitude and longitude grid G is isomorphic to itself.
Definition 4:
For global latitude and longitude grids (G1, G2 and G3), if G1 can be aggregated into G2 and G1 can be aggregated into G3 and G 2 G 3 , then G2 and G3 are weakly isomorphic (i.e., G 2 ∼ G 3 ).
For GeoSOT grids, suppose the grid cell of the i th level is C i = f(t i , b i , l i , r i ), since it has undergone three subdivision extensions, the expression can be divided into three parts for treatment. In these three transitions (i.e., from Level 0 to Level 1, from Level 9 to Level 10, and from Level 15 to Level 16) divisions are made at equal intervals from the upper level grid. For other transitions, divisions are obtained by equally dividing the grids. According to Equation (3), the initial values are segmented as follows: 
Equation (12) shows the difference in subdivision methods:
Here, the eight basic grids, 4 • , 2 • , 1 • , 2 , 1 , 2", 1" and 0.5", correspond to levels 7-9, 14, 15 and 20-22 (k) in the GeoSOT grid.
Analysis of the Isomorphism of GeoSOT with Latitude and Longitude Grids with Absolute Degrees, Minutes, and Seconds
Latitude and longitude grids with absolute degrees, minutes, and seconds are a special type of grid. They may not be fully hierarchical and can form a single-level latitude and longitude grid, but their fixed points and spans should always be in absolute degrees, minutes, and seconds. These grids must be described as multiples of 1" grids. According to Equation (1), the 1" grid corresponds to Level 21. Therefore, any grid with absolute degrees, minutes, and seconds can be aggregated from the Level 21 GeoSOT grid. Further aggregation of a complete GeoSOT grid can form the polymerization of other grids with absolute degrees, minutes and seconds. We can therefore conclude that GeoSOT is isomorphic to such grids.
This process essentially uses grids with equal intervals, and is similar to the method used to switch between the various GeoSOT codes described above, as the values for degrees, minutes, and seconds are converted from base ten to binary. Spatial regions involving absolute degrees, minutes, and seconds can be represented by GeoSOT when there is no input error. None of the existing grids currently possesses this characteristic.
Analysis of the Isomorphism between GeoSOT and Traditional Map Sheet Grids
The following example of the Chinese national topographic map sheet grid uses the basic scale to confirm the isomorphism between GeoSOT and traditional map sheet grids. Aeronautical maps, sea charts, and meteorological charts are all based on map sheets. They are usually obtained either through extension (for example, aeronautical maps and meteorological charts are both based on 1:1,000,000 map sheets) or through extracting a few levels from standard map sheets. It therefore follows that map sheet grids are isomorphic to other map sheet grids within different industries. Hence, to prove that GeoSOT is isomorphic to these map sheet grids, only one map sheet grid needs to be shown to be isomorphic to GeoSOT.
Let the grid cell in the i th level of a map sheet grid with basic scale be C i = f(t i , b i , l i , r i ). According to Equation (3), its initial value is:
Level 0 (whole globe) to Level 1 (1:1,000,000 subdivided cells) constitutes a grid pattern with equal intervals such that m = 60, n = 45, ∆t 1 = ∆L 1 = 6
• and ∆l 1 = ∆r 1 = 4
• . From Level 1 to Level 8 (1:5000 cells), cells are divided into equal parts. The difference in subdivision methods can be represented as
The following section provides a proof of their isomorphism. If, in the t-and b-directions, the basic scale topographic map sheet grid on the k th level can be aggregated by the GeoSOT grid on the k1 th level, the two grids must satisfy the relationship stated in Equation (8) . Using Equations (12) and (13), Equation (15) is obtained:
Satisfying Equation (15) and ∀k ∈ [1, 8] , k ∈ N, ∃k1 ∈ [1, 32] ∩ k1 ∈ N, X ∈ N + will constitute proof of isomorphism. The conditions of isomorphism are as follows:
(1) Equation (15-1): 
The directions of l and r are similar. The same method can be used to calculate the corresponding level k2 for GeoSOT. The final k th level of a basic-scale topographic map sheet grid can be aggregated from the k0 th level of GeoSOT, where k0 = max (k1, k2). The results in Table 8 were obtained according to this conclusion. From Table 8 Table 2 , and show that GeoSOT is isomorphic to the basic-scale Chinese national topographic map sheet grid, and also isomorphic to professional map sheet grids such as aeronautical maps, meteorological charts, sea charts, etc.
Analysis of the Isomorphism between GeoSOT and Existing Digital Earth Grids
The example of NASA's World Wind digital Earth grid is considered below to demonstrate that GeoSOT is isomorphic to existing digital Earth grids. Table 9 shows the subdivision method for the World Wind digital Earth grid. The World Wind digital Earth grid is divided using equal subdivisions. Apart from Level 0, the subdivision frequency for all levels in both latitude and longitude directions is two, and the subdivision aperture is four. According to Equation (3), its initial value is:
Equation (17) shows the subdivision relationship:
If, in the t-and b-directions, the k th level of the World Wind digital Earth grid can be obtained by aggregating the k1 th level of the GeoSOT grid, the two grids must satisfy Equation (9) . Equation (18) can be obtained from Equations (12) and (17):
Satisfying Equation (18) and ∀k ∈ N, ∃k1 ∈ N + , X ∈ N + will constitute proof of isomorphism.
The conditions for the proof of isomorphism are listed below: If, in the t-and b-directions, the k th level of the basic scale topographic map sheet grid can be obtained by aggregating the k1 th level of the World Wind digital Earth grid, the two grids must satisfy Equation (8) . Equation (19) can be obtained from Equations (10) and (14):
For equation , ∆t 1 = 6
• , t 0 = 360 • , and X = 2 k1−k−1 /3; for equation , we obtain X = 2 k1−k /9. Therefore, Equation (19) shows that for any value of k1, X ∈ N + cannot be satisfied.
Therefore, in the t-and b-directions, topographic map sheet grids with basic scale cannot be obtained by aggregating the World Wind digital Earth grid. Similarly, in the l-and r-directions, the condition for aggregation cannot be satisfied. Therefore, we conclude that the World Wind digital Earth grid topographic map sheet grids. Table 11 demonstrates the isomorphism between the GeoSOT grid and topographic map sheet grids, representing the experiment analysis on how the GeoSOT grids aggregate to the topographic map sheets. In particular, the approximation error is the relative error from the ratio of the difference between the region aggregated by digital Earth grids and the topographic map sheet grid to the size of the current digital Earth grid. Seven different topographic map scales are listed in the first column of Table 11 , and the map range of each scale is indicated in the second column. The third column represents the selected GeoSOT level for aggregation; the range of the corresponding grids are shown in the fourth column. From the fifth column, we are informed how the selected GeoSOT grids aggregate to the topographic map sheet grids. What is more, the approximation errors are completely 0%, indicating an exact aggregation process from GeoSOT grids to the topographic map sheet grids. The aggregation results for World Wind digital Earth grid is shown in Table 12 , demonstrating the weak isomorphism between the World Wind digital Earth grid and topographic map sheet grids. Table 13 shows proof from a similar experiment of weak isomorphism between the Google Earth digital Earth grid and topographic map sheet grids. Figure 6 shows the error approximation changes for the normal map sheet grids aggregated from the World Wind digital Earth grid, the Google Earth digital Earth grid, and GeoSOT, with the example of 1:1,000,000 map sheet areas. This confirms that World Wind digital Earth grid topographic map sheet grids, Google Earth digital Earth grid topographic map sheet grids, and GeoSOT topographic map sheet grids. Similar analyses are also applicable to world map, OSG, Skyline, and other digital Earth grids.
3'45'' × 2'30'' after 21 th Level 1'' × 1'' 225 × 150 0% Figure 6 shows the error approximation changes for the normal map sheet grids aggregated from the World Wind digital Earth grid, the Google Earth digital Earth grid, and GeoSOT, with the example of 1:1,000,000 map sheet areas. This confirms that World Wind digital Earth grid ≄ topographic map sheet grids, Google Earth digital Earth grid ≄ topographic map sheet grids, and GeoSOT ≃ topographic map sheet grids. Similar analyses are also applicable to world map, OSG, Skyline, and other digital Earth grids. 
Conclusions and Future Work
The GeoSOT grid designed in this study is a latitude and longitude subdivision grid that divides with 2 n equal-length latitude and longitudes, and forms integer hierarchical grids at degree, minute, and second levels. GeoSOT, on the one hand, is hierarchical like the multi-dimensional quadtree digital Earth grid and, on the other hand, is more consistent with typical mapping, meteorology, oceanography, national geographic and 3D digital Earth grids. The grid can accurately express integer spatial regions at the degree, minute, and second level when there is no input error, which cannot be accomplished by existing grids.
As the demand for cross-industry applications in spatial data grows, the consistency of GeoSOT will be beneficial for the exchange and sharing of different types of spatial data. It could potentially become the reference grid for cross-industry spatial information foundational infrastructure and realize integrated organization and management of different bodies of spatial information from multiple sources.
GeoSOT allows different bodies of spatial information from multiple sources to use the same set of grid codes, thereby achieving coding uniformity. Through the use of similar encoding in navigation services and network addresses, GeoSOT can provide technical support for rapid sharing, efficient query retrieval, and other operational services for the four national spatial information systems: the remotely sensing and Earth observing system, the geographic information system, the navigation and positioning system, and the computer network system.
